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Research & Innovation in NECPs: Italian policies and measures

Raccomandazioni della Commissione per la
Dimensione RIC del PNIEC:
(C(2019) 4412 final)

 Precisare gli obiettivi nazionali e di finanziamento per la ricerca,
innovazione e competitività da raggiungere nel periodo 20212030, con riferimento in particolare all'Unione dell'energia, così
che siano misurabili agevolmente e idonei a sostenere la
realizzazione degli obiettivi nelle altre dimensioni del piano
nazionale integrato per l'energia e il clima.

 Sostenere detti obiettivi con politiche e misure specifiche e
adeguate, comprese quelle da sviluppare in cooperazione con
altri Stati membri quali lo Strategic Energy Technology Plan.
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Financed through a levy placed on electricity tariffs, and having the principal objective of supporting both research of
general interest, and industrial research. A new Three-Year Plan for 2019-2021 has been launched, which will set
new research objectives in line with the SET Plan and the involvement in Mission Innovation.

A fund held at Cassa per i servizi energetici e ambientali (CSEA), set up by Legislative Decree No 28/2011 and
financed through a levy placed on electricity and natural gas tariffs sufficient to ensure resources of around €100
million/year. It aims to support actions and measures for technological and industrial development in the field of
renewable sources and energy efficiency. If necessary, the fund may also be called on to support demonstration
projects.

A fund set up by Article 1(1091) of the 2018 Budget Law, for the development of intangible capital, competitiveness
and productivity, managed by the Ministry of the Economy and Finance, in concert with the Ministry of Economic
Development and the Ministry of Education, Universities and Research, which may also be used for financing
technological research carried out by companies, in partnership with research bodies, with an allocation increasing
up to €250 million for the 2018-2020 three-year period. It may be used to finance activities associated with the
involvement in the various technological challenges set out by Mission Innovation.

This instrument, which forms part of National Industrial Plan 4.0, is for the more immediate use by companies, and
is aimed at stimulating private investments in R&D in order to innovate processes and products and guarantee the
future competitiveness of the companies (not only in the energy sector). It consists of a 50 % tax credit for
incremental Research and Development costs, which may be granted up to a maximum annual amount of €20
million
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The actions for supporting research and development projects are intended, within the scope defined by the
‘Horizon 2020’ research and innovation framework programme, to back projects seeking to introduce
significant technological advancements by developing key enabling technologies (knowledge-intensive
technologies associated with high R&D intensity) or technologies that will make it possible to tackle the
‘societal challenges’ defined in accordance with the Europe 2020 strategy.
In August 2017, the Ministry of Education, Universities and Research approved the setting-up of public-private
research partnerships. It will follow the European, national and regional Technological Trajectories, which are
characterised by differing TRLs, and will play a part in reaching the research planning targets set out in the
SET Plan, the NES, the NRP, the NECP and the Industry 4.0 project, and through the involvement in Mission
Innovation. The initiative is led by ENEA, and has so far attracted more than 90 public and private entities

The funds available from CO2 auctions of the ETS could also cover experimental development, in particular in
order to ensure that demonstration projects (first-of-a-kind) in renewable and energy efficiency are supported,
with the results being passed on to the production system.

Proceeds from the fund to be distributed according to the provisions set out in Article 1(140) of Law No
232/2016, as refinanced by Article 1(1072) of Law No 205/2017, expenditure: d) research, and to fund Italy’s
involvement in the Mission Innovation partnership and meet the priorities of the SET Plan.

Proceeds from the fund to be distributed according to the provisions set out in Article 1(140) of Law No
232/2016, as refinanced by Article 1(1072) of Law No 205/2017, expenditure: d) research, and to fund Italy’s
involvement in the Mission Innovation partnership and meet the priorities of the SET Plan.
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Main points - Electric system research Fund
This Fund supports research projects of general interest to the Italian electricity system, focusing
on applied research and a system-oriented approach. The activities are aimed at innovating and
improving the performance of the system in terms of economics, safety and the environment.
The Program’s coverage ranges from system governance to R&D and deployment of renewable
technologies, electric transmission and end-use, so impacting on all the NECP Dimensions

General principles
•

It is financed through a specific component of the end-user electricity

price which is determined annually by the Italian Regulatory Authority
(ARERA) and currently amounts to about EUR 0.015 per kilowatt hour.
•

The resources allocated by the three-years Plan 2019-21 amount to
approximately EUR 210 million.

•

ENEA, CNR and RSE are the leading public research agencies involved
supporting research of general interest.

•

A co-funding facility is also foreseen for R&D activities carried out by
industries. The three-years Plan for 2019-2021 has set new research
objectives in line with the SET Plan and the involvement in Mission
Innovation (Smart grids, EVs, Hydrogen).
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Main points - Fund for investments and infrastructural development
•Proceeds from the fund to be distributed according to the provisions set out in Article 1(140) of

Law No 232/2016, as refinanced by Article 1(1072) of Law No 205/2017;

General principles

•

the funds are distributed according to MISE and amount in total to € 1.37
billion distributed over the period 2019-2033 (about

•

100 M€/y).

Funding to be allocated to the priority topics of the Strategic Energy
Technology - SET Plan and to the Italian participation in the various
technological Challenges envisaged by Mission Innovation, in particular:
Smart grids, Hydrogen, Advanced materials, Biofuels
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Main points - Tax credit
This instrument, which forms part of the National Industrial Plan 4.0, is for the more
immediate use by companies, and is aimed at stimulating private investments in R&D in order to

innovate processes and products and guarantee the future competitiveness of the companies.

General principles
•

It consists of a 50 % tax credit for incremental R&D costs, which may be

granted up to a maximum annual amount of €20 million per recipient.
•

The instrument has a capacity of €1.2 billion per year up to 2020, and
will also draw on as much additional private funding resources, giving a
total of €8-9 billion for the 2017-2020 period.

•

The credit is not specifically calibrated to the energy sector, but on the
basis of the trends observed, it is estimated that the incremental energy
R&D investments will be around €500 million and can have an impact on
all the NECP Dimensions.
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Synergies between Mission Innovation and SET Plan
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Consistency between SET-Plan commitments and technology priorities in the
draft NECPs at Sept 16, 2019 by JRC

Referenti italiani Implementation Working Groups del SET Plan
Working Group
CSP

Key Action
1&2

Italian Participants
Ms. Simona De Iuliis simona.deiuliis@enea.it
Mr. Maurizio De Lucia delucia@unifi.it

Energy Efficiency in Industry

6

Mr. Alessandro Federici Alessandro.federici@enea.it

Energy System

4

Mr. Michele de Nigris Michele.DeNigris@rse-web.it

CCS/CCU

9

Mr. Alberto Pettinau alberto.pettinau@sotacarbo.it
Mr. Enrico Maggio enrico.maggio@sotacarbo.it

Safety of Nuclear Energy
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Mr. Pietro Agostini pietro.agostini@enea.it

PV

1&2

Mr. Massimo Mazzer massimo.mazzer@cnr.it

Offshore Wind

1&2

Mr. Claudio Lugni Claudio.lugni@cnr.it

Energy Efficiency in Buildings

5

Ocean energy

1&2

Deep Geothermal

1&2

Co- Chair

Yes

Mr. Giuseppe Zummo Giuseppe.zummo@enea.it
Mr. Maurizio Cellura maurizio.cellura@unipa.it
Mr. Gianmaria Sannino gianmaria.sannino@enea.it

Mr. Giampaolo Manfrida giampaolo.manfrida@unifi.it
Ms. Loredana Torsello l.torsello@cosvig.it

Consumers/Smart Cities and Communities

3

Ms. Paola Clerici paola.clerici@enea.it

Renewable Fuels for Sustainable
Transport/Bionergy

8

Mr. Franco Cotana cotana@crbnet.it

Batteries

7

Ms. Rachele Nocera rachele.nocera@enea.it
Mr. Francesco Vellucci francesco.vellucci@enea.it

Yes

Yes
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Altre integrazioni attese per la R&I del PNIEC

•

Istituzione Ministero per l'innovazione tecnologica e la
digitalizzazione

•

Riforma del credito d’imposta sulle spese di R&S :
1. estensione dell’incentivo agli investimenti in innovazione e
design
2. sostituzione del metodo di calcolo incrementale con metodo
volumetrico, con le seguenti intensità:
• 12% per ricerca e sviluppo fino a 3 mln euro;
• 6% per innovazione fino a 1,5 mln euro;
3. valorizzazione delle competenze, dando un maggiore peso
alle spese per il personale rispetto a quelle per i macchinari

•

Art. 28 legge di bilancio: istituzione dell’Agenzia nazionale per
la ricerca e altre misure di sostegno alla ricerca e all’istruzione

•

Rafforzare il ruolo dell’Idrogeno all’interno del PNIEC
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